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Guillermo Tenorio-Tagle  (INAOE)



Yes, FINALLY…,FINALLY, by now it must be almost 3 years that I have been writing a summary on 
the professional life of Jan Palous… The good news is that YES, I have a summary now and I even 
have an abstract for my summary. 
This is: Jan Palous is a very happy man!!! 
and I am planning to prove it within the next few minutes.
 
Jan is always looking for new possibilities, new discoveries. Always full of energy and with a 
contageous entusiasm for learning and for the discovery  of new things, no matter whether it is in 
the field of History, Geography, Music, what ever, he is interested on everything…
 
I had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Palous in 1979 at the ESO headquarters  in Geneva, Switzerland. 
Where, believe it or not, we, Jan and I, we were the youngsters there and Per Olaf Lindblad was 
our boss and the super boss was Low Woltjer. Soon we all learned about the great Organizing 
habilities of Jan who in 1983 invited us and another 150 Soviet astronomers, to a scientific 
meeting here in Prague. (my first visit!).   

After a while, it  became obvious that he wanted much more. I am not talking about the 
organization of  normal meetings and workshops of which he has organized by the hundreds. No; 
I am talking about “The Major Leagues”, about  the organization of a Major Central event that 
almost everybody here, including myself, had always long and dreamed to organize one day.



• .

         

Jan Palous acted as chairman of the XXVI IAU General assembly here in 
Prague (August 2006). The event included more than 2400 Astronomers 
from all around the world. 



These were the weeks when the IAU considered that Pluto was 
        no longer going to be a respectable member of our 
                                    Planetary System!!!



The  Milky Way at New Paranal Observatory.

In 2007 Jan acted also as head of the Committee 
which negociated the participation of CZ as a full 
member of ESO. This has been fundamental and a 
major boost to Astronomy in the Czech Republic.



The 

The International Year                                  .        
                  
       First display in Europe of large-scale
                   Astronomical images
                Prague, Narodni square.



To keep in good shape, why not organise the 
EWASS 2017? 

Equally succesfull was the European Week of Astronomy and Space Sciences (EWASS, June 2017)
Also led by Jan as chairman of the Local Organizing Committee and all his colleagues from 
The Astronomical Ustav, Prague.



A few words about Jan’s 
involvement on the 
interpretation of Astronomical
data. Take for example, the 
shells, loops and super shells 
in our galaxy  Ehlerova and Palous, 2013



 
333 HI shells were identified in the Leiden/ Argentina/ Bonn HI survey of the Milky Way 

.

The porosity parameter Q , which is the ratio of the surface occupied by shells to the total 
surface (the 2D porosity) or the volume occupied by shells to the total volume (the 3D porosity), 
was derived. 
In the inner Galaxy the porosity as calculated from derived distributions, is large, much larger 
than 1, which predicts the significant overlapping of shells. The porosity of the outer Galaxy is 
smaller, where values lower than   0. 01 are reached at galactocentric distances of   20 kpc. ∼ ∼

Local values at the solar neighbourhood are Q2D =  0. 7 and Q3D =  0. 4 (assuming a cylinder
with height 1 kpc) for shells with radii rsh   (0. 1,  1. 0) kpc.∈



Gas stripping in galaxy clusters: a new SPH simulation approach
            P. Jáchym, J. Palouš, J. Köppen and F. Combes 2007 A&A 472, 5



If a galaxy like the Milky Way passes in face-on orientation through the 
central parts of the Virgo Cluster, it would lose about 30% of its 
interstellar gas. This constitutes a rather large amount! And 
means that the total amount of hot gas in the central region of a
standard cluster (6  x  1010 Msun ) can be provided by 30 − 60 stripping 
acts, each lasting 1Gyr.

Gas stripping in galaxy clusters: a new SPH simulation approach
            P. Jáchym, J. Palouš, J. Köppen and F. Combes



Flash-light on the ring: hydrodynamic simulations of 
expanding supernova shells near supermassive black holes
B. Barna, J. Palouš, S. Ehlerová, R. Wünsch, M. R. Morris, 
P. Vermot , 2022 MNRAS 510, 5266

The theoretical background 
of RING and the Thin Shell
Approx is due to 
Kompaneets (1960) and 
(Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1982) 
and was used to match  
observational data by e.g. 
Ehlerova(1996, 1997, 2018), 
Silich (1996),
Elmegreen (2002), 
A detailed recent description 
of the code “RING” is given by 
Palouš J., Ehlerova. S., Wünsch 
R., Morris M. R., 2020, A&A, 
644, A72



Given their different arquitecture, 

RING requires only minutes on a typical PC, compared to the thousands of CPU hours 
required by a complex hydrodynamic simulation.

 

Evaluating whether ring works as expected 

In a homogeneous medium having particle densities between 25 - 105 cm-3, there is 
compelling agreement between flash and ring in shapes and equivalent radii throughout 
the whole shell evolution

 In highly inhomogeneous, turbulent media  there is good agreement in shapes and sizes 
of shells, and times of the first touch of the central 1 pc sphere. The delivered masses 
deviate in some cases, however, both simulations still predict the same order of 
magnitude of the delivered mass.

 



JAN’s Favorite Topics• 2002IAUS..207..675

• The Fragmentation of Expanding Shells: Cloud Formation Rates and Masses

• Palouš, Jan; Wünsch, Richard; Ehlerová, Soňa

• 2000NewAR..44..369P

• Supershells: origin, evolution and fragmentation

• Palouš, Jan; Ehlerová, Soňa

• 2013ApJ...772..128P

• Young Stellar Clusters with a Schuster Mass Distribution. I. Stationary Winds

• Palouš, Jan  Wünsch, Richard; Martínez-González, Sergio

• 2014ApJ...792..1058

• On the Onset of Secondary Stellar Generations in Giant Star-forming Regions and Massive Star Clusters

• Palouš, J. Wünsch, R  Tenorio-Tagle, G.

• 2017IAUS..316..251P

• Self-shielding clumps in starburst clusters

• Palouš, Jan Wünsch, Richard, Ehlerová, Soňa

• 2005RvMA...18..125P

• Galaxy Collisions, Gas Striping and Star Formation in the Evolution of Galaxies

• Palouš, Jan

• 2002Ap&SS.281..101P

• The Triggered Star Formation in Rotating Disks

• Palouš, J.; Ehlerová, S.;Elmegreen, B. G  

2017hsn..book.2301Gould's Belt: Local Large-Scale Structure in the Milky Way  Palouš, Jan,  Ehlerová, Soňa                                                
                                            2019ASPC..519..169P Gould's Belt: As Seen in Gaia DR2    Palouš,Jan, Ehlerová Soňa,  Ron Cyril

SHELLS

SUPER STAR  
CLUSTER
WINDS

STAR 
FORMATION

GOULD’S BELT

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2002IAUS..207..675P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2002IAUS..207..675P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2002IAUS..207..675P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2000NewAR..44..369P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2000NewAR..44..369P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2013ApJ...772..128P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2013ApJ...772..128P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2014ApJ...792..105P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2014ApJ...792..105P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2017IAUS..316..251P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2017IAUS..316..251P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2005RvMA...18..125P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2005RvMA...18..125P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2002Ap&SS.281..101P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/%23abs/2002Ap&SS.281..101P/abstract


Many, many favorites, but above all of 
these is:                                                                
             

               

          the Wheel of Star Formation 

 

       



      
  et al.



           The wheel of star formation    

   et al.
 We witness a confabulation provoked by the stationary state 
that we observe in galaxies. There, where stars co-exist with all 
different phases of the Interstellar Medium (ISM) and at the 
same time more and more stars continue to form. 

This confabulation hides many secrets and turns them into the 
challenge of modern Astrophysics that should unveil all and 
each of the physical processes responsible for the existence 
and survival of all different phases of the ISM, as well as for all 
those processes that lead to the formation of new stars.          

 



             The wheel of star formation.
There was a moment when the basic requirement was the 
accumulation of gas in large amounts, leading to sufficiently 
large masses as to cause a gravitational collapse and the 
formation of new stars. New stars led immediately to a large 
UV radiation field which led to HII regions and to the heating 
of the surrounding gas. This cause star formation to stop, 

making the process self limited. 

Ionization and the energetics from massive stars disperse the 
leftover cloud and 107 years later recombination becomes 
dominant as the stars fade away. This implied the conversion 
of molecular gas first into HII region gas and then into HI gas 
expanding away from the centers of stellar formation. 

 



Soon the SNe party starts causing large 
volumes of hot gas (T >~ 107 - 108 K, and
n ~ 10-2 cm-3) which we call Coronal gas. 
And so, up to  this point, Star formation 
and its feedback have cause all phases of 
     the ISM, with the exception of the 
 molecular phase, the natural place where
                  New Stars could form. 



1988 ARA&A

A sudden stellar energy injection in a galaxy 
        that presents a flat  rotation curve. 

Face-on circular remnant shells acquire an 
         Elliptical shape due to shear.

Matter swept up by the expanding shells 
continously slides behind the overtaking shock, 
causing an agglomeration of matter near the tips 
of the elliptical remnants which then present 
the largest column density values.

This is a key element in the large-scale 
propagating star formation in galaxies  

           The evolution of superstructures expanding in differentially rotating disks. 
Can the feedback from star formation lead to the formation of new molecular clouds?, 
Can  star formation be also a self-propagating process??? 
                                              Palous et al. 1990 A&A 227, 175

                  INITIAL CONDITIONS and the steps towards BUILDING A ROBOT 
 



r/rmax

t/tref

 THE REMNANT SHAPE

First cylindrical driven by 
pressure difference, then 
ellipical driven by 
conservation of 
momentum, 
tref, is the time when the 
semiminor axis of the 
remnant becomes zero.
tref= Pi/(alpha Kappa) * 
109years. tref does not 
depend on the energy 
E0,
as the epicycle frequency 
is independent of the 
amplitude of the epicycle
alpha ~ 0.64{Nd/ (3 x 
1020cm-2)}0.1

     

Kappa is the epicyclic frequency
(km/s/kpc) and Nd is the column 
density of the galaxy disk. For a 
flat rotation curve, 
Kappa = 21/2 omega  and omega 
Is equal to Theta /RG is the angular rotation velocity. 
 

INCLINATION AND tref

The inclination angle i(t) of the
semimajor axis, relative to the 
direction between the centre of

     expansion and the galactic 
center

Is given by:
i(t) = 45 + (23 / alpha)  (ti / tref)

degrees.
  



And the formation of new clusters

The ROBOT has the size of the elliptical 
remnants,r (semiminor axis), R (semimajor axis),
inclination i(t), tref, and column density (N)
to be compared to Ncrit = 5 x 1020 Zsun/Z cm-2

The two high density peaks along with the 
immediate neibouring gas contain 
0.25 of the swept up gas and thus two new
widely spaced molecular cloud complexes and
Robot knows their location .

The efficiency of star formation is rather low 
in Galactic clouds  ~ 5 % and thus knowing the 
mass of clouds and a Salpeter IMF one can 
calculate the energy E0, expected from new 
clusters. This has a minimum ~ 3 x 1052 erg per 
association, which are required for  Large-Scale 
Propagating Star Formation.
The cloud lifetime, or time between formation 
and destruction by the Feedback from newly 
formed stars was assumed to be 5 x 107 yr. 
                   And so lets do it  again. 
         WHAT A WELL TRAINED ROBOT!!!  



                    The physics of self-propagating star formation 
                              Palous et al.1994 MNRAS 270, 75

    Clouds forming stars or 
active star formation centers 

Position of bubbles = o, and
 molecular clouds = +                 



Appart from doing his own research,  Jan  lectures on galactic and extragalactic astronomy, and
supervises diploma and PhD thesis. He has also been the Head of the Astronomy Department. 

Even more remarkable is the international research group that he has manage to form and 
establish at the Institute of Astronomy. A lively group working on many fields of Astronomy.
A clear legacy possible only thanks to the join efforts from his closest collaborators:

Sonna Ehlerova, Pavel Jachym and our host this week Richard Wunsch.

There is no doubt in my mind that when you find out 
that you have done all things that you could have 
possibly imagine and many, many more, 
then you don´t have another option but to be

very happy!!! 

      



• YES. A very happy man!!!



 MILESTONES
& Jan Palous is professor of astronomy and astrophysics at the Charles 
University in Prague and leading scientific fellow of the Astronomical 
Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. 
& Jan Palous graduated in 1972 from the Faculty of Mathematics 
and Physics of Charles University, Prague, and completed his PhD  in the 
Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences. 

& Since 2005 member of the Council of the Academy of Sciences 
of the Czech Republic, where he is in charge of Foreign Relations. 
&Under his leadership, the Czech Republic entered in 2007 the European 
Southern Observatory, he has been active as Council Member until 2020. 
& Member of the IAU
& Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh  
& Honorary Fellow of The Royal Astronomical Society. 
& Active Member of the European Astronomical Society.
& Secretary and Vice-President of the European Astronomical Society.
& He lectures on galactic and extragalactic astronomy, and
supervises diploma and PhD thesis. 



Past affiliation(s) within the IAU:

Past Vice-President of Executive Committee (2012-2015)
Past Vice-President of Executive Committee (2009-2012)

Past Chair of Executive Committee WG IAU General Assemblies (2006-2009)
Past Co-Chair of Executive Committee WG IAU General Assemblies (2009-

2012)

Past Organizing Committee Member of Inter-Division G-H-J Commission 
Stellar Clusters throughout Cosmic Space and Time (2015-2018)

Past Organizing Committee Member of Commission 33 Structure & Dynamics 
of the Galactic System (2000-2003)

Past Organizing Committee Member of Commission 33 Structure & Dynamics 
of the Galactic System (1997-2000)

Past Member of Commission 33 Structure & Dynamics of the Galactic System 
(until 2015)

Past Member of Division VII Galactic System (until 2012)
Other affiliation(s)

President of the National Committee for Astronomy in Czech Republic
Areas of interest:

ALL AREAS…

                                         

https://www.iau.org/administration/membership/national/nca/66/






• 955 × 774

https://physicsforme.com/2011/09/05/star-formation-in-molecular-clouds/


+ scaling properties
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